
Product ManualiceeTM

Thank you for purchasing the femooi icee™ device.  

Please take a few moments to read the instructions in this manual 
carefully before using this device.

About icee™
icee™ is about to bring you the most enjoyable skin cleansing experience, helping you to rejuve-
nate your natural, fresh and radiant skin. Below we show you a comprehensive introduction 
about the unique functions of femooi icee™.

The high-tech silicone material is easy to dry, damp-proof and has anti-bacterial 
properties. Therefore, it is not necessary to replace the brush which makes this 
product a sustainable choice, contributing to a better environment. 

The extremely high-quality silicon material with its skin-friendly and food-grade 
properties will help you by tending to your delicate skin.

The delicate and gentle silicone bristles on the brush provide a soft touch. Moreover, 
the extra-long bristles, combined with the extra-large surface of the brush and the 
gradually changing angle of the bristles make for the perfect combination of comfort 
and cleanliness.

The innovative Intellitemp™ technology provides an ice-cold cooling solution to 
effectively tighten pores, as well as to enhance the smoothness and elasticity of 
your skin.

Two adjustable cleansing intensities (up to 8000 movements per minute) make it 
possible to clean deep inside the pores, removing all types of stubborn dirt in the 
skin such as grease, dead skin and make-up leftovers, meeting a variety of facial 
cleansing needs.

The unique magnetic charging design makes everyday charging more convenient and 
easier.

Whether you choose to place the device upright or hang it, the variety of placement 
methods are practical and interesting.

Originated in the Netherlands, this product is designed with the goal to create a 
simple, modern, and feminine appearance, bringing an extraordinary and pleasant 
experience to women.



① Deep Cleansing Bristles
② Indicator Light
③ Ice-cold Cooling Surface 
④ Operation Interface
⑤ Charging Port
⑥ Connection for Strap

Device Hanging Strap

Illustration Attachment

Usage



Placement

Standing Hanging

Other Accessories

USB Magnetic Charging Cable 
Quick Start Guide

 (Printed inside the accessory box) 

Using icee™

Description of modes

Pay attention:
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The unique silicone cleansing bristles of Icee™ can be used with all skin types and provides targeted solutions 
for different cleansing areas on the face. It is recommended to use Icee™ at least once a day to thoroughly 
clean your face. The usage frequency of each function can be adjusted depending on your skin condition. 
Before you start, please study the following important information:

The standard duration of the ice-cold cooling mode is 1.5 minutes. After the time has passed, the device will 
vibrate shortly as a reminder and disable the mode automatically. If you would like to continue to use the 
ice-cold cooling mode, you can enable the mode by pressing the button again.

Charge your Icee™ until the battery is fully charged. Please consult the “Charging” section in this manual 
for more information.
Before initial use, unlock the Icee™ by pressing the cooling function button and cleansing function button 
simultaneously for two seconds.
icee™ is equipped with a convenient strap that allows you to hang it anywhere, when the strap is not at-
tached, icee™ can stand upright.

Please test the product first on the back of your hand before using it, to confirm that no abnormalities occur.

If you notice any redness, swelling, itch or other abnormalities on your skin, discontinue use immediately 
and consult a physician.

To protect the health of the skin, we do not recommend sharing your icee™ with anyone else or using icee™ 
on other areas than the face.

Simultaneously press the “Cooling button”       and the “Cleansing button”       for 2 seconds to lock or 
unlock the icee™. The lock and unlock modes are confirmed through a short vibration and one flash of the 
indicator light.
Press the “Cooling button”        to start the ice-cold cooling mode of icee™. The indicator light will con-
tinuously fade from dark to bright to indicate the mode has started. Press the button again to disable the 
cooling mode.

When the icee™ is running low on battery, the ice-cold cooling mode will be automatically disabled. For fur-
ther details, please consult the “Charging” section in this manual.

Press the “Cleansing button”       to start the cleansing mode of icee™. The indicator light will flash quickly 
to indicate the cleansing mode has started. Press the button again within 10 seconds to adjust the cleans-
ing intensity. Two intensity settings are available, the first intensity is meant for gentle skin cleansing, while 
the second one is for deep skin cleansing. Each time the intensity changes, the indicator light will flash to 
confirm the choice. After using a setting for more than 10 seconds, the intensity setting will be stored as 
preferred intensity within the intelligent memory function. When pressing the “Cleansing button” again, 
the cleansing mode will be disabled. Upon next usage, the cleansing mode will automatically start with the 
stored preferred intensity setting.

*

Please turn off and restart the cleansing mode to reset the preferred intensity setting from the intelligent 
memory function. This action will restart the 10 seconds intensity adjustment time. During the intensity ad-
justment time, the “Cleansing button” can be pressed to cycle through the three settings: “gentle skin 
cleansing” → “deep skin cleansing” → “OFF”.

*



Detailed Steps

STEP1: Remove make-up from face.

STEP2:

STEP3:

 

Face cleaning & Care

icee™ Cleansing Mode

Press the “Cleansing button”    to start the cleansing 
mode, and begin to cleanse your face. Press the button 
again within 10 seconds to adjust the intensity setting of 
the cleansing mode        . For details, please consult the 
“Description of modes” section in this manual.

Dampen your face and apply your regular 
cleansing product, make icee™ slightly wet.

* Please take into consideration your personal skin condition to avoid overuse.
* Please be careful when cleansing the eye area, prevent direct contact between the device and 
   the eyes or eyelids.

* It is recommended that people with sensitive skin start using the cleansing function with the 
   gentle cleansing intensity setting, maximum once or twice per week. After the skin becomes 
   accustomed, the deep cleansing intensity can be used according to the skin condition.

* It is recommended that people with sensitive skin use this product with a gentle motion.

STEP4:

STEP5:

Every 15 seconds a short pause will remind you to 
cleanse the next area. It is recommended that you 
cleanse the following four areas with iceeTM sensitive 
vibration-focus:

After the cleansing process is completed, rinse and dry 
your face. Then, apply your favorite skincare products.

After 1 minute, the device will notify you that the cleansing routine 
has been finalized by 3 short pauses in the vibration. Press the 
“Cleansing button”       to disable the cleansing mode. If you 
want to continue cleansing, you can continue to use it until the 
device automatically stops after 2 minutes.

Left cheek and chin: Clean the cheek and chin using cir-
cular strokes;
Right cheek and chin: Clean the cheek and chin using cir-
cular strokes;
Forehead: Use gentle outward strokes starting from the 
center of the forehead to cleanse the forehead on both 
sides;
Nose: When cleansing your nose, use the deep cleansing 
bristles and gently wipe the long cleansing brushes up 
and down on one side, then repeat the cleansing on the 
other side of the nose;
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Pay attention:



* After using the ice-cold cooling mode, please wait for the cooling surface to return to normal tempe-
   rature before using it for the next time. 

* After using the ice-cold cooling mode, it is normal that the device feels slightly warm. Immediately stop 
   using the ice-cold cooling mode if the device is overheating and extremely hot.

* When the device’s temperature is too high, it will automatically enter the protection mode. At this 
   moment, the ice-cold cooling mode cannot be used anymore, and the device will vibrate twice to 
   remind.

Charging

·

·

Pay attention:

icee™ Ice-cold Cooling Mode

STEP1: Press the “Cooling button”     to start the  icee™ice-cold 
cooling mode. Gently massage the cold surface of the 
device over the part of the face with enlarged skin-pores to 
tighten pores, as well as to enhance the smoothness of your 
skin.

Tip: The ice-cold cooling function can also be used on the area under 
the eyes, to effectively cool down the skin and reduce puffiness 
around the eyes.

icee™ comes included with a dedicated USB magnetic charging cable. You can use any qualified USB 
adapter to charge icee™ with this cable.

To charge the device, please connect the metal surface of the magnetic head on the end of the USB 
magnetic charging cable to the device. The cable should be turned to the right-side from the back of 
the device. When the magnetic head is close to the device, the magnetic head will automatically snap 
into place. Plug the other end of the USB connector into your own USB power adapter and plug the 
adapter into the socket.

After 1.5 minutes, the device will notify you that the cooling 
mode is finished by a small vibration.

About Power and Charging

·

·

·

* When the magnetic head is close to the charging port on the back of the device and approached 
   from the right side, the magnetic head will automatically snap into place. When the magnetic 
   head approaches the charging port from the left side, there will be a repulsive force. In this case, 
   do not force the head onto the port, since this might damage the device.

* Do not immerse the icee™ device into water or other liquids for a long duration.

* Before charging, make sure that the power cable connector is dry and available. Alsoconfirm 
   that the local power voltage from the outlet matches the indicated required power voltage of 
   the device.
* Do not charge the device in a location where there is a risk of flooding.

* When the battery of icee™ is low, the indicator light will flash for 10 seconds to remind you that 
   the cleansing mode is still available, however, the ice-cold cooling mode will not work. The dev-
   ice will give this reminder until the battery’s power is completely exhausted.

Pay attention:

Warning:

When icee™ is in normal charging state, the indicator light of the device will blink in a 
breathing rhythm. When the charging is finished, the indicator light will change from a 
breathing rhythm to constantly being on.
icee™ can be charged in both upright position as well as when hanging down (see the 
figure below).

It will take 5 hours to charge icee™ from an empty battery to fully charged.



Maintenance
Please take good care of your icee™ for optimum usage and safety.
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Do not use the ice-cold cooling mode continuously and repeatedly, as this might affect the 
effect of the function.

Please don't hit hard on the ice-cold cooling head to avoid damage.

After using the ice-cold cooling mode, please wait for the cooling surface to return to normal 
temperature before using it for the next time. If the temperature of the ice-cold cooling head 
is too high, icee™ will automatically suspend the function until the temperature returns to 
normal.

The hanging strap is only used for normal hanging usage. Please do not rotate the strap vio-
lently and swing the body when the strap is connected to the body to avoid damage.normal.

Only use the device following the specific instructions mentioned in this manual.

Do not disassemble, modify or repair the product.

Charge your icee™ when the battery is low to extend the battery life.
Turn off all functions before enabling the self-lock mode.

Do not use the device when charging.

Keep the device out of reach from children and do not allow them to use the device.

Do not place icee™ in acidic or alkaline liquids.
Do not immerse the body of  icee™ in water or other liquids for a long time.

Do not clean the device with alcohol, benzene or acetone-based cleaning products, as these 
may irritate the skin.

Do not use any clay or silicon-based cleanser, or any other granular skincare products such 
as exfoliating creams or scrubs in combination with icee™. These substances may damage 
the soft bristles.

After each use, thoroughly clean the device using neutral detergent and clean water. After 
cleaning, rinse the device with warm water and wipe it dry using a soft cloth or towel.

Do not use essential oil based skin care products with icee™, to protect the silicone surface.

Avoid direct sunlight and do not expose the device to extreme heat or boiling water.

Do not put the icee™ in a dishwasher, microwave oven or high-pressure cooker as this could 
result in accidents or injuries.

To avoid damage, do not use force to connect the magnetic head (metal contact surface) of 
the USB Magnetic Charging Cable from the left side to the charging port on the back of icee™.

To avoid damage, do not connect the icee™ USB Magnetic Charging Cable to a low quality 
power adapter.

Please use the original USB Magnetic Charging Cable included in the icee™ package for 
charging.

Frequently Asked Questions

Disposal
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The most commonly asked questions about icee™ are listed below. If you are unable to find the 
answer to your question on this list, please call our customer service hotline for more information.

The light indicator of icee™ does not flash after connecting the magnetic charging cable?

icee™ doesn’t respond when the buttons are pressed?

After initiating the ice-cold cooling mode, the temperature of the cooling surface is not getting 
cooler?

The silicone bristles of icee™ have degraded to a sticky or bubbly texture?

The battery is completely exhausted and requires to be charged for a few minutes before it 
shows the light indicator again.

The internal temperature of the device too high, and the device entered the temperature 
protection mode. Before trying again, please place the device aside until the temperature 
dropped back to room temperature.

The battery is empty, please charge the device.
The microprocessor encountered a brief operational error. Please connect the charging cable 
to reset the device to its initial state.

The self-lock mode is enabled, simultaneously press the "Cooling button"       and the “Cleansing 
button”       for 2 seconds to unlock the device.

The battery level is low or exhausted, please charge the battery.

The microprocessor encountered a brief operational error. Please connect the charging cable 
to reset the device to its initial state.

If the outside temperature is extremely hot or cold, it may affect the cooling function of the 
product. It is recommended to use the device at a suitable temperature (between 5°C and 
28°C).

Discontinue use immediately. Although the silicone of icee™ is highly durable, it may degrade 
under certain abnormal conditions. Consult this manual’s “Maintenance” section on how 
to avoid this.

This device should not be disposed of as household waste. Instead, it should be collected at an ap-
propriate recycling point for electrical and electronic equipment. By ensuring a correct disposal of 
this device, you will help to contribute to the environment and human health. Further, by recycling 
this product, you will help with conserving natural resources.

The magnetic charging cable or power adapted are not connected.



Product Specifications

Product Name: femooi icee™ Facial Cleansing Device
Product Type: FI1.0

Product Materials: Body-safe silicone, ABS and, body safe metal
Product Colors: Flamingo, Iris, Coral, Azure, Sunshine
Device Dimensions: 80 x 54 x 30 mm
Device Weight: 98 g
Rated Power: 110v ‒ 240v
Battery: Lithium-ion battery 1200 mAh, 3.7 V
Charging Time: 2.5 hours
Standby Time: 280 days
Frequency: 100 Hz
Interface: Two function buttons, one indicator light

©2019 Femooi Technologies, All rights reserved

Femooi (Netherlands): Femooi BV

 

Address: Kennedyplein 200，5611 ZT Eindhoven, the Netherlands

femooi (China): Ningbo Femooi Technologies Co., Ltd.
Address: Ningbo Jiangdong Road 375, Feng Ting Building, 8th floor
Customer Service Hotline in Mainland China: 400-800-8681
 www.lovefemooi.com

Disclaimer: Product users at their own risk. Femooi and its distributors assume no responsibility or lia-
bility whatsoever for any bodily or non-physical injury or damage that occurs as a direct or indirect 
result of the use of the product. In addition, Femooi reserves the right to modify this manual and make 
changes to it at any time and is not obliged to notify any individual of these changes or changes. In case 
of dispute, the company reserves the right of final decision on the interpretation.

Note: Product or part specifications are subject to change without notice.


